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This Charter acknowledges the work of leading UITP member’s efforts to sustainable development and the value of public transport undertakings measuring and reporting on their relevant corporate sustainability (CSR) policies, practices and achievements.

All UITP members may support the Full Charter or the Pledge.
• **Full** members have already recognised their commitment to CSR and have a system in place for regular sustainability reporting. By supporting the Charter, UITP recognises their leading role within the sector on CSR practices and Full Charter members agree to share best practices contained in their sustainability reports at least once between UITP World Congresses.
• **Pledge** members supporting the UITP Charter will look to establish a system at the earliest opportunity which will allow for regular sustainability reporting.
• **Associations** may also join the Charter and in doing so agree to share best practices from their members with UITP.

UITP will promote the Charter network’s contribution to sustainable development and deliver universal services to assist the sector to better report their non-financial performance and implement CSR practices into their organisations. In doing so, organisations can enhance their value, measure and manage change and drive improvement and innovation. This will allow for public transport actors to form an integral part of the contribution of parties to deliver the post-2015 international sustainable development agenda and international climate agreement at COP21, enabling national governments to be more ambitious through public transport.

UITP will also use the Charter framework to enhance capacity-building support to the public transport sector to enhance the measurement of progress against the UN Sustainable Development Goals in support of the post-2015 agenda.
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